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      ‘Introduction to Play’, written by an array of well-educated authors, is utterly brilliant. It is jam-packed, teaching on all aspects of play, on a broad and deep scale. It speaks of what play is, the importance of play, the many different theorists that pioneered models of play, the positive health and well-being encouraged through play, the role of the adult in play, and much more. It is simply written, giving greater depth of understanding to the reader, with extra summary boxes to clarify what has been read.



  
          Shauna Hawker




              


    
      



 


 
      I recently read ‘Introduction to Play’ and being a mother of 2 little ones myself and studying Early Years at Uni, I certainly found this read worthwhile. It explores what play is, the importance of play and how it benefits children’s development including positive health and well-being which is something close to my heart.



  
          Amy, Early Years Student at UWTSD




              


    
      



 


 
      The chapters lend themselves well to the structure of the module and the case studies have been useful to pose reflection and discussion during taught sessions. The chapters are well thought out and support students to understand the links between theory and practice.  The book addresses the role of the adult clearly, encouraging students to put into practice what they have read. I would also recommend this as essential reading for anyone new to teaching in the early years sector. 




  
          Lauren Whale




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent book, good case studies to use throughout. This will be a good book for my students to read when we do our play and exploration module. Very interesting read and a book that I can use throughout my early years teaching.




  
          Mrs Kerry Charlton




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an essential read for anyone studying play in early years. It offers contemporary thinking whilst exploring the discourse of play, the challenges, issues and debates surrounding this contested but fundamental aspect of child development. Well written, the books helps the reader consider theory, provision, pedagogy and practice.




  
          Mrs Carly Blackburn




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a very good introduction /reader for students who want to learn about play.

It covers the majority of the areas I would want to see in a book about play.

If the book were to be revised I would like to see it stretching beyond the 0-8 age group.




  
          Mr Tristan Middleton




              


    
      



 


 
      A book that compliments others that are on the essential list, such as Botrill.

This book supports the essence of play and purposeful pedagogy.




  
          Miss marie bradwell




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent all round introduction to Play




  
          Mrs Abigail Gosling




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a fantastic source for our module on play, where we seek to look beyond the Foundation Stage approach




  
          Mrs Caroline Marshall




              


    
      



 


 
      It is a book that offer different perspectives on the play.




  
          Dr Adrijana Visnjic Jevtic
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